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Free Essay: What is the relationship between religion and morality? as the philosophical study of morality, those who
study religion get their.

The second table concerns our obligations to other human beings, and all of the commands are negative do not
kill, commit adultery, steal, lie, or covet except for the first, which tells us to honor our fathers and mothers.
Aristotle defines ethical virtue as lying in a mean between excess and defect, and the mean is determined by
the person of practical wisdom actually the male, since Aristotle is sexist on this point. For example, Simon
Blackburn states that "apologists for Hinduism defend or explain away its involvement with the caste system,
and apologists for Islam defend or explain away its harsh penal code or its attitude to women and infidels".
Primates have avoided such barbarism without a couple of engraved stone tablets. Of these three, he rejected
the first, on the grounds that no concrete ethical principles are self-evident, and that when they conflict as they
do we have to take consequences into account in order to decide how to act. The justice system is derived from
our conclusions on morality, and the actions of those who deviate from moral norms can only be understood
once the root of our acceptable behavior is delineated. This does not mean that he intended to reduce Biblical
faith to morality, though some scholars have taken him this way. In so doing, we become more like a god, and
less like the animals beneath us. We are forgiven for our past failures on the basis of Jesus' sacrifice Rom. In
Religion within the Boundaries of Mere Reason he undertook the project of using moral language in order to
translate the four main themes of Biblical revelation accessible only to particular people at particular times
into the revelation to Reason accessible to all people at all times. It is nobler and more divine to achieve an
end for a city than for an individual NE b9â€” Aristotle's virtue ethics, then, needs to be understood against the
background of these theological premises. Socrates makes it clear that his view is the second though he does
not argue for this conclusion in addressing this question, and he is probably relying on the earlier premise, at
Euthyphro, 7c10f, that we love things because of the properties they have. To many it suggests a two thousand
year-old human moral code rather than a set of infallible divine principles. Gabriel Marcel â€” , like
Heidegger, was concerned with the nature of Being as it appears to human being, but he tried to show that
there are experiences of love, joy, hope and faith which, as understood from within, give us reason to believe
in an inexhaustible Presence, which is God. But Sidgwick found the relation between the other two methods
much more problematic. But on the other hand, the distaste for over-arching theory means that religious
meta-narratives are suspect to the same degree as any other, and the hospitality is more likely to be towards
bits and pieces of traditional theology than to any theological system as a whole. It is our way of enhancing
ourselves; a form of self-apotheosis. He took himself to be giving a reading of moral goodness as agape, the
Greek word for the love of our neighbor that Jesus prescribes. In Plato's Ion d , the divine is compared to a
magnet to which is attached a chain of rings, through which the attraction is passed. The church came to talk
about one person with two natures, the person standing under the natures. Our biological foundation is
inescapable, even when exploring the religious mind. Augustine accepted that the Platonists taught, like the
beginning of the prologue of John, that the Word in Greek, logos is with God and is God, since the Intellect is
the mediating principle between the One and the Many John â€”5. Animals will often kill indiscriminately for
food, kill their own young, and leave their weaker offspring to die. In this way Hegel's peculiar way of
promoting Christianity ended up causing its vehement rejection by thinkers who shared many of his social
ideals. Austin Cline, a former regional director for the Council for Secular Humanism, writes and lectures
extensively about atheism and agnosticism. Nothing can be wrong for God, who sets the standard of right and
wrong. In the Western church, Augustine â€” emphasized the gap between the world we are in as resident
aliens and our citizenship in the heavenly Jerusalem, and even in our next life the distance between ourselves
and God. Leibniz was, like Descartes, not primarily an ethicist. Christian morality is centered on assessing the
ethical implications of us as people. Abraham's great grandchildren end up in Egypt, because of famine, and
the people of Israel suffer for generations under Pharaoh's yoke. As in Plato, the well-being of the city takes
precedence over the individual, and this, too, is justified theologically. Euthyphro is taking his own father to
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court for murder, and though ordinary Greek morality would condemn such an action as impiety, Euthyphro
defends it on the basis that the gods behave in the same sort of way, according to the traditional stories. The
second alternative was taught by al-Ashari d. The denial of motive power to reason is part of his general
skepticism. Opposite to Douglas ideas that slavery is natural, secular, and constitutional right, Lincoln asserted
anti-slavery, linked to Evangelical Protestantism Magagna. Nietzsche saw clearly the intimate link between
Christianity and the ethical theories of his predecessors in Europe, especially Kant. Like Descartes, he
attempted to duplicate the methods of geometry in philosophy. These standards that we learn from reason
apply also to God, so that we can use them to judge what God is and is not commanding us to do. Moore  The
fact that our morality surpasses that of other species makes it easier to assume it has supernatural origins.


